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Abstract
This paper surveys publications on automotive powertrain control, relating to modern GTDI (Gasoline
Turbocharged Direct Injection) engines.
The requirements for gasoline engines are optimising the airpath but future legislation mandates not
only a finely controlled airpath but also some level of electrification.
Fundamentals of controls modelling are revisited and advancements are highlighted. In particular, a
modern GTDI airpath is presented based on basic building blocks (volumes, turbocharger, throttle,
valves and variable cam timing or VCT) with an example of a system interaction, based on boost
pressure and lambda control. Further, an advanced airpath could be considered with applications to
downsizing and fuel economy.
A further electrification step is reviewed which involves interactions with the airpath and mandates a
robust energy management strategy. Examples are taken of energy recovery and e-machine
placement.
Control-oriented models of gasoline engines are reviewed, and challenging control problems for
conventional engines and hybrid vehicle powertrains are discussed, in particular relating to
consideration of the complex interactions.
A systems approach is needed to understand the attribute trade-off, with fuel consumption,
emissions, as well as energy storage on a particular drive cycle. This mandates an optimisation
methodology and appropriate problem formulation of objective, states and constraints. A discussion
of optimisation techniques is considered.
Finally, a comprehensive list of references is provided.
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Introduction
1.1 Organisation of Paper
1.2
Fundamental GTDI Subsystems
The basic model consists of a GTDI engine with the following parts: throttle body, intake
manifold, torque generation and engine rotational dynamics. Subsystems are
turbocharger, EGR, variable valve timing, pressure and temperature dynamics, as well as
an emissions model.
2.1 Fundamental GTI Airpath
2.3 Control of VCT
Common systems are VCT, CAM phasing, most generic is twin-independent:
2.2 Aftertreatment
Need to take into account NOx conversion efficiency
GPF and LNT for lean burn applications
2.4 Control of GTDI Engine
Schematic is boost control (or TIP) using VNT or WG and lambda control
pedal ->Tq->boost demand + air demand (sensor set)
Advanced GTDI Airpath Control
Further additions for the airpath include EGR, cyl deact
2.5 Advanced Airpath Control
HP, LP EGR as fuel consumption technology and an enabler for knock
mitigation/downsizing. Cylinder deactivation?
2.6 Energy Recovery
Basic PT not so efficient – look at overall fuel power/power at wheels
TG and TEG
Opportunities: reduced Texh, no enrichment cost saving on turbine material, use VNT
instead of WG
Improve efficiency more, leaner, improved cost on cat (less Pt, Pd)
CO2 reduction w/ better regen harnessing via energy recovery
Modelling Philosophy
As outlined in transfer report.
System Interaction: An Example
Why MIMO? Decoupling?
Throttle inlet pressure controlled by wastegate, AFR controlled by fuelling
REF decoupling
Gasoline Hybridisation
Complex systems, e.g. powersplit, but in addition crank ISG, belt ISG, or Px with electric
drive capability
System Optimisation and Integration
The standard drive cycle was NEDC, average xyz. However, for EUROVII (2017), WLTC will
be the homologation drive cycle (ref) with different levels of real-world driving being
introduced in 2021 (ref). This represents challenges not only for technology

VIII.

development, but also for calibration and system optimisation.
6.1 Drive cycle impact (WLTC, RDE)
Cycle and opportunities for regen
6.2 Optimisation Techniques:
Dynamic and Linear Programming, Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle, ECCS, MPC, Others:
Direct Multiple Shooting
Trade-off fuel, NOx, PN, Pareto front
PSR (Powersplit Ratio) in FH
Conclusions

Fundamental GTDI Subsystems
The basic model consists of a GTDI engine with the following parts: throttle body, intake manifold, torque generation and
engine rotational dynamics. Subsystems are turbocharger, EGR, variable valve timing, pressure and temperature dynamics, as
well as an emissions model.

Fundamental GTI Airpath
Intake manifold dynamics can be represented using conservation of energy as follows:

with
,
,
mass flow rates through the compressor, exhaust to intake manifold and throttle. The differential equation
for the mass stored in the manifold, , follows from amass balance:

The Ideal Gas Law is used to calculate the intake manifold temperature,

:

Since external EGR may be included, and indeed, the engine may run lean (
considered, although internal EGR is not (REF):

with the ambient burned-gas fraction,

, burned gas fraction needs to be

, zero.

A similar analysis follows for the exhaust manifold.
EGR valve and throttle flows and wastegate are flow restrictions, represented by a standard orifice equation:

Where
function

represent the respective effective valve flow areas, as a function of position, Ta, Tx are the temperatures. The
represents the effects of pressure ratio on the valve flow (REF):

with the ratio of specific heats.
Another flow restriction is a cooler element (EGR cooler) and here the intercooler:

Where
are the upstream cooler pressure and temperature,
represents a threshold for laminar flow.

is a quadratic pressure drop constant and

And Temp drop
The dynamics of the engine shaft is described by

where
is the brake torque, i.e., the difference between the torque produced by the combustion event
(indicated torque) and all friction torques (negative) in the engine and its auxiliaries; is the load torque. In the
denominator, and
are the engine and the driveline inertias, respectively. Torques can be further estimated by regression
models based on power and/or fuelling (REF).

Control of VCT
Common systems are VCT, CAM phasing, most generic is twin-independent:
VCT (ref Ford) offers opportunities to improve the engine performance and emissions, by either hydraulically or electrically
phasing the CAMs: the most generic is TI-VCT, where both CAMs can be phased independently. By retarding the exhaust
CAM phasing, more exhaust residuals can be trapped in the cylinder post combustion, thereby reducing NOx emissions. This
phenomenon is called “internal EGR.” (ref)
Indeed, for optimised mapping, reduced locus of points (ref Ford).
For the engine equipped with VCT, the mass air flow rate into the cylinders Wcyl is represented as a function of engine speed
N, intake manifold pressure Pman, intake valve opening IVO and cam phasing, CAM as follows:

PLOT
Uncompensated, however, VCT acts as a disturbance to the breathing process, compromising
driveability and substantially reducing its effectiveness in reducing emissions. REF Ford

Emissions and Aftertreatment
HC, CO, PN, NOx need to take into account. Urs C
Need to take into account NOx conversion efficiency
GPF and LNT for lean burn applications
BSNOx plots

Control of GTDI Engine
Schematic is boost control (or TIP) using VNT or WG and lambda control
pedal ->Tq->boost demand + air demand (sensor set)

Advanced GTDI Airpath Control
Further additions for the airpath include EGR, cyl deact

Advanced Airpath Control
HP, LP EGR as fuel consumption technology and an enabler for knock mitigation/downsizing. Cylinder deactivation?

Energy Recovery
Basic PT not so efficient – look at overall fuel power/power at wheels
TG and TEG
Opportunities: reduced Texh, no enrichment cost saving on turbine material, use VNT instead of WG
Improve efficiency more, leaner, improved cost on cat (less Pt, Pd)
CO2 reduction w/ better regen harnessing via energy recovery

Modelling Philosophy
As outlined in transfer report.

System Interaction: An Example
Why MIMO? Decoupling?
Standard controllers for complex GTDI systems are independent SISO, so for example, fuelling controls the exhaust lambda
and the wastegate or VNT controls the boost pressure or throttle inlet pressure. However, tight control is a necessity for both
emissions compliance and transient performance. A MIMO based structure can take into account couplings or interactions
and improve the controller performance.
If the system is diagonally dominant, then input and outputs on the main transfer functional diagonal can be paired; this is
called decentralised control (REF). In Diesel systems, decentralised control is the preferred, with the EGR valve controlling

the EGR rate and the VNT controlling the boost pressure (REF).
However, if interactions are to be taken into account, the Relative Gain Array (REF) can be constructed, a measure which can
be constructed in order to decide a suitable input/output pairing when applying a decentralized control structure over a certain
frequency range. It can also be used to decide whether a certain pairing should be avoided. Since frequency is considered, it
is possible to take into account the interaction by switching over a frequency range, e.g. on a tip-in (max freq) to steady state
(s = jω=0)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of partitioned multivariable control system.
Figure 1 shows a generic multivariable control system, including interaction terms Cij, Gij, ij; sensor dynamics and
transport delay are omitted for simplicity, but need to be included for airpath control. Generally, when interactions are taken
into account, the controller has a form:

For a relevant airpath example, the throttle inlet pressure (or manifold pressure) is controlled by the wastegate, AFR
controlled by fuelling (lambda control).

with x denoting elementbyelement multiplication (the Schur product). Example
PLOT
Modifications (REF)

Gasoline Hybridisation
For a small gasoline engine, the amount of opportunity largely determined by BSFC topology/flatness of BSFC. Potential, for
a given e-power, higher on NEDC due to higher low-load frequency. Interaction with technologies impacting this topology,
e.g., LP EGR or VDE needs to be analysed. Figure 2 shows a typical trace.
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Possibilities
- Gear shift optimization
• Free-shift context (NEDC)
• Shift strategy definition (WLTC)
- Load shifting
- Electric drive

Figure 2: ICE engine efficiency over a WLTC drive cycle.

REF classifies HEV’s into 3 main categories: Stop/Start, MHEV and Strong; Stop/Start requires minimal changes to engine,
starter and battery and may include some basic regenerative braking, whereas MHEV

Complex systems, e.g. powersplit, but in addition crank ISG, belt ISG, or Px with electric drive capability. 75g/km CO2 fleet
average not achievable using ICE only. Several architectures, transmission based. A convenient classification for HEV’s can
be Stop/Start only, MHEV, Strong (REF). This section focusses on subsets, collectively called Px.
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Figure 3: Powertrain electrification topologies.
Complex systems

Package and tables
Reqts on powergrid
For an attribute summary, REF. Range, level of torque assist and regenerative energy harnessing depend on the component
sizing and topology. A P0/P1 architecture does not permit electric drive, but features such as sailing (for manual transmission
variants) require an electronically-controlled clutch. Some technologies (REF) could perform sailing with no eclutch. A P3
(emachine on transmission output) enables electric driving, however, axle-based solutions (front or rear NSK) enable direct
thru to road power to the wheels.
Beyond increased capability for energy recuperation, migration to an mHEV architecture from P2 and beyond, facilitates a
number of additional autonomous-capable mode features.
The more detailed comparison of the capability of each architecture in terms of each such feature depends heavily of the
details of the implementation and cannot be easily generalized
Transmission summary? The transmission integrated solution has been selected for the P2 and P3 configuration for efficiency
and package reasons.
Simulation studies …

Committee on the Assessment of Technologies for Improving Fuel Economy of Light-Duty Vehicles, “Cost, Effectiveness
and Deployment of Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles,” THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES PRESS, ISBN
978-0-309-37388-3, 2015

System Optimisation and Integration
The standard drive cycle was NEDC, average xyz. However, for EUROVI (2017), WLTC will be the homologation drive
cycle (ref) with different levels of real-world driving being introduced in 2021 (ref). RDE will include a CF (Conformity
Factor, relative emissions in real-world driving compared to a reference WLTC), with intermediate introduction Sep 2017,
final by Jan 2021, with additional ambient T, P, gradient and other noise factors. This represents challenges not only for
technology development, but also for the aftertreatment performance, calibration and system optimisation.

Figure 4:Comparison of drive cycle characteristics.
In the US, 2017-2025 will see Tier 3 (EPA) and LEVIII (CARB).

6.1 Drive cycle impact (WLTC, RDE)
Using the WLTP cycle for a sub 2 tonne MPV (Multi-Purpose Van), opportunities for energy recovery were analysed by
breaking down the decelerations (coasting and braking) and calculating the total braking energy. The process is shown in
Figure 5 for Phase 1 Class 3 vehicle. Of course, not all this can be recovered, due to heat loss.

Figure 5: WLTC drive cycle (Phase I Low) potential.
As a reference, with 100% efficiency, the NEDC offers 1.03MJ (871W average over the whole cycle), but the WLTP offers
2.9MJ (1645W on average).Assuming a efficiency factor for braking, this analysis helps perform electric machine matching
for HEV systems.

6.2 Optimisation Techniques:
Optimal control or dynamic optimisation usually attempts to minimize a cost function (or scaled sum of cost functions) over
some sort of drive cycle, with a set of constraints. General form with constraints [1] and Figure 6.

Figure 6: Simplified optimal control problem.

(1)

With the objective function including a scalarised function of fuelling, emissions (NOx, HC, CO, PN), total cost (
total mass ( ).

) and

Several classifications or types exist. For example, derivative free PSO, RB, exhaustive search, SA, GA, or gradient-based
such as SQP, CO. [2] includes a classification of many types of opt algs with some application areas. [3, 4] include
comprehensive reviews.

Algorithms that carry out searches for the minimum with an organized trial and error routine are
direct methods (ref). They may use gradients of candidate solutions to find better solutions for a
problem and in doing so take the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions into account, so must be
differentiable. However, they do not look for an exact solution, but keep examining solutions until
they converge in some way. For example, all gradients of solutions around them are positive and all
double gradients are small and below some bound. Suboptimal solutions.
Algorithms using the indirect methods (ref) require convexity in the cost function and problem
constraints, because without it, the sets of equations can’t be solved. Depending on how you do it, it
means that there is either no way to write the equations down, or the solution of the system of
equations that you derive won’t represent an optimum. In order to understand this, it is probably a
good idea to work on a few sample problems in Boyd’s book and elsewhere. By the way, the entire
mathematical model of a process and the cost function for all possible points must not be convex.
Convexity must only exist around the points (in time or points in state space) that represent the
optimal solution. E-machines usually have mildly convex characteristics.
In general, you can try a Pontryagain formulation, but the result will probably be suboptimal. By the
way, the problem will be more complicated if the control algorithm also chooses gear use or other
disctrete switching actions (e.g. emachine or engine on-off). Linear programming probably isn’t the
way to go, because the engine maps are non-linear. The shooting method or dynamic programming
may be good. Dynamic programming is probably the most reliable to benchmark a solution that is to
be considered the best possible (ref?).
For the section Gasoline Hybridisation, an important factor to optimise is the PSR (Powersplit Ratio) in FH (ref?)
Whereas DP is not implementable in real-time but does find a global optimal solution, a common real-time capable optimal
algorithm is PMP, special case of Euler-Lagrange equation of calculus of variations. To optimize any problem using PMP,
the Hamiltonian function is formed first and then minimized with respect to control input. Then state and costate equations
are obtained by following the set procedure [4].
The basic function is a Hamiltonian, in which system dynamics can be adjoined to the integrant of the cost function, using the
multiplier function
or co-state variable:

And there exists an optimum control, state and costate trajectory for which there is a minimum Hamiltonain value (with
derivation in [5])

The following conditions must be satisfied

If PMP conditions and constraints are satisfied, the solution will be extremal and if a global solution exists, it will be the
global solution.
The SOC is commonly selected as the state for powertrains with electrification; [6] proves that the battery SOC
monotoinically changes with the co-state
. This monotonicity property can be used to iteratively find the co-state for
which SOC is balanced.
In practise, a-priori knowledge of the drive cycle must be known to ensure optimality. In an extension to PMP, a real-time
implementable strategy called Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS), [7], by considering, for example,
battery power as an equivalent fuel power, heuristic Hamiltonian functions can be formulated, using SOC setpoint
where K is a feedback gain parameter.

In further extensions, emissions can be added (for example NOx or other emissions), and discrete events such as gear shifts
or engine pull-up/pull-down, both of which affect driveability, can be handled by discrete penalty parameters:

Trade-offs for on-cycle fuel, NOx, PN, etc. can create a Pareto front (Figure 7) which includes the extreme best cases (min.
FC, min. NOx) and intermediate points. Advanced airpath features such as LP EGR or cylinder deactivation can be included
in future assessments.

Figure 7: Fuel consumption and feedgas NOx emission tradeoff.

Dynamic and Linear Programming, Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle, ECMS, MPC, Others: Direct Multiple Shooting

6.3 Infrastructure Extensions
Charging, traffic/transport, communication, V2V, V2C, electrified roads (“eRoads”), many, more opportunities for
optimisation, co-opt of HEV and infrastructure. For example, VII (Vehicle Infrastructure Integration) allows prediction of
speed profiles to minimize energy consumption, route information or optimal ratio split for engine vs. emachine usage [].
Figure 8 illustrates a possible, generic vehicle infrastructure optimisation environment which includes the whole vehicle (and
others via the Cloud).

Figure 8: Infrastructure-based optimisation architecture.

Drive Cycles
2016-2017 Worldwide Emissions Standards: Passenger Cars and Light Duty, Delphi, http://delphi.com/docs/defaultsource/worldwide-emissions-standards/delphi-worldwide-emissions-standards-passenger-cars-light-duty-2016-7.pdf
Emission Test Cycles, Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure
(WLTP), https://www.dieselnet.com/standards/cycles/wltp.php
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